Winter Care of Bonsai
The day we were ill-prepared, late
November 2008

The garden should look this way in
winter - few or no bonsai, most of
which are under some form of
protection.

Scots pines and mountain/mugo pines, are among the
few trees that can happily survive these conditions:

Typical British Winter Conditions
The average British winter:- wet, windy, with cool temperatures, only
occasionally below freezing. Not a danger to indigenous trees if in a well
drained mix.
Non average winters - these can occur without warning:• Periods of hard frost, day and night frosts.
• Heavy snowfalls that do not thaw within 3 days.
• Periods of intensively cold, dry, easterly winds with temperatures in the
-20’s.
• Exceptionally mild temperatures with spring like temperatures that
produce early growth, often followed by periods of severe frost.
All bonsai regardless of species need a level of preparation before winter
starts to ensure healthy trees the following year.

PRE WINTER PREPARATION
To be done late September to early October:
Give an application of a low- or zero-nitrogen fertilizer to all of your trees, this should
be applied in autumn in order to prepare roots and buds for the following year.
Such fertilizers (high phosphate e.g. blood, fish and bone) will help to harden up the
previous years growth and will therefore take the trees through the winter months
without too much stress being caused by cold weather.
You should also now ensure that winter storage areas are set up and ready to
accept trees requiring covered protection.

PRE-WINTER PREPARATION

Take each tree in turn and go through a routine of cleaning and weeding.
• Remove any remaining dead leaves or needles for all species if protecting
from frost. If not, leave dead leaves on beech and hornbeam; it affords
some protection to the new buds for next season
• Remove all weeds and mosses especially sphagnum; they hold moisture
and encourage root rot. If moss is creeping up he trunk use a soft wire
brush to remove it.
• If by doing this you leave some roots exposed, then cover with additional
soil mix – exposed roots will die in the cold.
• Clean the pot, not to ‘show standard’ but ensure the drainage hole is clear
and no slugs are creeping in.

Give a pre-winter or winter wash:
Having gone through a season of growth, there is a good likelihood of
bonsai having picked up some pests; if it has been a moist summer
(common in the U.K.) a green algae covering can become established on
trunks and branches.
• Any of these can have an adverse effect on the tree, in the winter or
the following summer.

• To get rid these, give each bonsai a “tar wash”, using either diluted
‘Armillotox’ or ‘Jeyes Fluid’.
• This will help eliminate the risk of infestation of pests and onset of
disease.
Armillatox is a versatile, cleaning liquid with literally hundreds of uses
throughout the greenhouse & garden. * Made from naturally occurring
ingredients, this traditional soap based cleaner is completely bio-degradable. *
Strong enough, even in its dilute form, to clean quickly & easily without the
need for rubbing or scrubbing. * Applied in dilute form use to clean seed trays,
staging, greenhouses, poly tunnels, paths/patios & much more. * A built in
measuring/dispensing device in each container makes dilution easy & accurate.
* Supplied as either 1 litre or 5 litres.

October onwards:
• Check that all trees have a free-draining compost.
• Any trees in compacted soil will need special care before the winter
period. Use a chop stick or similar to prod the soil allowing aeration.
• Check all pots – remove any undesirable debris.
• Clean pots and check for slugs residing under the drainage holes.
• Spray trees and soil with a systemic bug killer e.g. Provado; this will
kill off any overwintering bugs.
Use preventatively to control many common and difficult sap feeding pests.
Suitable for use on all outdoor ornamental trees and shrubs, selected
vegetables, fruit and greenhouse crops. Benefits up to 8 weeks control of
greenfly, blackfly, lily beetle, woolly aphid, whitefly, mealy bug, scale insects.
Also contains sunflower oil which controls thrips and red spider mite. Use on
all ornamental plants, selected glasshouse crops including herbs, aubergines,
tomatoes, etc., and selected fruit trees and bushes.

• There should be no application of fertilizer during winter months –
dormancy is a natural protective mechanism that allows the tree to
survive adverse colder weather conditions.

WINTER PROTECTION STRATEGIES
Trees can fall into two broad groups:
a) Species that stay outside on benches all year;
b) Species that require an unheated poly-tunnel or greenhouse.
The winter survival of bonsai can depend on your knowledge of the type of
tree and the correct environment for that species.

If winters are much colder than usual, it may necessitate moving even the
hardier bonsai into a cold greenhouse, at least on a temporary basis.

Due to their smaller size, both of tree and pot, shohin and mamé, should be
under cover – allows better control of moisture levels.

Watering:
With trees being relatively inactive during the winter period, far less moisture is
required.
Water only when the tree is beginning to look dry.
If watering is necessary, ensure that it is done early in the day; this allows time
for drainage should temperatures drop below freezing at night.

N.B. Do take extra care during late winter/early spring if trees are still under
cover. If the weather becomes warm and the trees comes out of dormancy,
they start to use more moisture; check and increase frequency of watering.
Droughting can easily and unintentionally occur.

Prolonged periods of rain:
This can cause problems during the winter months as trees use lees water and
they do not dry out, resulting in waterlogged roots.
If this is followed by a period of hard frost, then serious root damage may
occur – maples in particular are susceptible.
For this reason, it is important to keep deciduous trees under cover from
November through to March. If you do not have a covered area at least put
the trees under the benches and use plastic to keep rain off.

Place a brick or block of wood under one end of pot – increased elevation
allows the pot to drain more effectively, reducing risk of damage.

Impact of Frost on Pots
Bonsai pots require extra special attention during winter due to their
shallow roots. Trees should ideally be elevated off the ground.
When severe freezing occurs, it is the water in the pots that becomes frozen,
NOT the soil. Plants in general are accustomed to this, but bonsai need to be
monitored because of their shallow root systems.

Frost effects on pots:
during long periods of frost, ‘incurved’ pots tend to suffer more breakages than
outward curving or straight sided pots.
This is due to the root mass in ‘incurved’ pots being unable to move upwards as
the root-soil mass freezes.

Frost protection: can be viewed as
a) Trees kept under cover
b) trees left out of doors.
Trees kept under cover:
Can be in the form of a poly-tunnel, cold greenhouse or on staging with plastic
sheeting or fleece covering the sides.
• Allow trees to have adequate natural daylight – even in a dormant state,
sunlight needed to get the trees prepared for spring activity.

• Avoid trees warming up when under cover – it can result in their coming
out of dormancy too early.

• Regularly check moisture levels. Only water when necessary do not leave
them wet, let them almost dry out before watering.

Trees left outside:
• It is not advisable to cover trees for prolonged periods of time, but
during very cold, frosty periods but ideally, if the trees require to be
covered overnight, it is best to use horticultural fleece.
• Avoid using newspaper, fabric or polythene – they have tendency to get
wet and trees need good air circulation to stay healthy.

• Have frost protection (e.g. fleece) handy and cover trees as and when
weather conditions suggest minus temperatures at night.
Ideally, remove cover during daylight hours.

Not the ideal situation, under these circumstances at least use
some horticultural fleece over the smaller and more delicate
species

This looks like a disaster about to happen,
Far to overcrowded, no air can circulate even when not covered with
snow.
When that snow thaws they will all become seriously water logged.
Why not at least put some in what appears to be a covered veranda?

Species-specific factors:
Deciduous trees: Autumn/winter period is an ideal time to look closely at
branches and trunk – no leaves to obscure view.
Keeping deciduous bonsai under cover is important – exposure to severe frost or
heavy falls of snow can adversely affect finer branches and potential bud
development.

Certain varieties of maples e.g. Kyohime maples, are among the earliest
deciduous bonsai to bud and come into leaf (February/March).
In this case you need to ensure normal growing conditions whilst allowing for
periods of cold and late frosts. Otherwise, risk of loss of buds or severe leaf
damage. It might mean watching for the forecast and taking them in for short
periods to avoid losing new young leaf growth

Conifers: Most species can tolerate winter conditions Scots and Mugo
pine, and can remain outdoors.
The exception is when there occurs prolonged periods of cold with minus
temperatures throughout both day and night. This will necessitate
bringing trees inside to thaw over a 24 – 48 hour period.
Some however, not indigenous to this country, will need additional protection
e.g. Japanese white pine, black pine and cedars or any tropical or sub tropical
trees such as, olive, bougainvillea, Chinese elm if still in leaf.

Conifers require daylight all the year round – they should not be kept in
a dark area for any length of time.

Should the tree suffer accidental frost damage, you could probably still save
that part of the tree:
• wait to observe new growth during spring, then trim off damaged part of
the plant.
• temporarily leaving the damaged part un-pruned helps protect the
central crown of the tree.
N.B. If bonsai, notably pines, are left
outdoors during periods of snowfall, the
snow can act as insulation as long as it
does not become heavy and break
branches.

Impact of Mildew:
Mildew can occur in various forms, often as little white spots of cotton-like
mycelia

It can develop on the underside of leaves, it is important that leaves are
cleared and removed from surface of pot.
If allowed to develop, it will have an adverse effect – tree becomes
stressed, resulting in poor shoot development in spring and even die-back.

Mildew becomes established during previous summer. During
autumn/winter period, dampness plus lack of adequate air
circulation encourages spread.

Overwintering result in spores developing in spring.
Remedy for overcoming mildew
•
•
•
•

Improve air circulation.
Refrain from applying fertilizer until problem is corrected.
Do not water tree, only the surface of the pot.
Apply a fungicide – should incl. potassium bicarbonate and copper.

A simple remedy using readily avaiable produts
Baking powder remedy:
1 tablespoon baking powder
1 teaspoon of liquid soap
½ gallon water
Mix well and spray all affected parts, allow to dry before
putting outside

